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12.0 OBJECTIVES - 
After having read and studied this unit on linguistic ethnicity in India you should be able 
to : 

. Outline the main aspects of history of language in India; 

Describe the reorganization of states on the basis of linguistic ethnicity; 

Discuss the D M .  movement; 

Outline the Punjabi Suba Movement and other linguistic movements; and 

Describe tribal linguistic movements in India. 

12.1 INTRODUCTION - 
It was in 1953, that the 'word' ethnicity found its accorded use, to describe the character 
or quality of an ethnic group. Ethnic Group in turn is derived &om the Greek word Ethnos / that refers to a category of people, who can be distinguished on the basis of their culture, 
religion, race, or language. Any group using one or more of these characteristics for 
identifying its-self need not be using these idatification markers for discrimination. 

1 Individuals participating in these categories may assert these criteria for accentuating in- 
I 
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group solidarity. Language renlains on of the nlost significant mediunl of establishing this 
cohesiveness, and it is this feeling of intra group solidarity experienced by a group of 
people speaking the same dialect or using the same language that we define as Linguistic 
Ethnicity. In India, over the years more than 1500 mother tongues have been identified. 
Hindi as you are aware is identified as the National language, followed b? fourteen 
regional languages identified by the Eighth Schedule of the constitution. All other 
languages are not accorded any official status. 1000 or inore individuals each speak 
approximately 105 languages. Historically. there is little concurrence among the linguistic 
experts about the total nunlber of languages spoken in India. In the Linguistic Survey of 
India conducted by George Crierson; 544 dialects and 179 nlajor languages were recorded. 
The first linguistic census survey conducted in the nineteenth century recorded that 
'language changes' every 20 miles in India'. The 1961 census recorded 1652 spoken 
languages, of which 1549 were indigenous of India. It was further assuined that out of 
1549 indigenous languages, about 572 covered iiearly 99 percent of India's elltire 
population. The 15 languages initially recognized by the constitution, accouuted for 387 
spoken dialects, and it was claimed that they cover 95 percent of India's total population, 
India's multi lingual nature was acknowledged by the State Reorgallisation Conlnlission at 
the time of independence. Restructuring of states on the basis of linguistic and cultural 
hoinogeneity was an endorsement of the polyglot nature of the Tndia democratic nation 
state. Eight nmjor language groups, Assames, Bengali, Kaulada, Kashnuri. Malaj~alm. 
Telgu and Tin i l  were given illdependent Status by 1956. Gujarati and Marathi were given 
independent Status by 1966 and in 1966 Punjabi acquired specific state recognition. Along 
with five Hindi Speaking State by 1966 all tlie fifteen recognized languages except 
Sanskrit, Urdu and Sindhi, had a State Stahls. Deliberately or iiisdvertentl~ language 
became a legitinme mode of re-org2uiisation of States in Independe~it India 

Anthropologists studying India Tribals concur that nlost of the illdigellous inhabitants are 
of Austro-Asiatic origin belonging of sub fanlily Muda. Their languages were in affinity 
with the Mon-Khamer language, particularly Wietnamese that stretch from Chota Nagpur, 
eastward to Indo-China. Aryans speaking Indo-European languages arived hi 1500 BC 
from the northwest. By Vedic period (approx. 1500-500 BC) Sanskrit was spoken all over 
large parts of Northern India. Sanskrit secured as Lingua francs of India prior to Muslim 
invasion in its various spoken form. The oldest fonn of Middle Indo -Aryan language 
varieties known as Prakrits developed hi this period. Lhiguists suggest those Indo-man 
languages, Sanskrit and its Prakrits were spoken fron north India to Decciul. 211id 
Dravidian lai~guages were spoken in Sought India to lower reaches of Deccan plateau. 
Language historians have often talked about great divide between an Indo-Aryan North 
India and Dravardian South India (reder to map in Appendix). 1ndia:s right linguistic 
tradition enriched itself as a sequel to its extensive cultural heritage. Recorded evidence 
suggest that literary excellence in the Tamil, dates to second century B.C.. Kanada to the 
fourth centry A.D., Malayalam to tenth century A.D. and the Telugu dates [roll1 the 
seventh century A.D. It is interesting to note here that the written records English and 
Genlmn date froill the fifth century A.D. Caryapada the old Buddhist hymn were 
conlposed in Bengali/Assamese/Oriya between A.D. 1000 and 1200. Siulskrit along with 
other regional l'ulguages served as the language of administration till Persian in lslanlic 
India, particularly in northern India replaced its. Even though politically ~narginalized, 
India's rich language diversity contiilued to thrive as a11 instnuinlent of eillotional and 
individual expression. 

Box 12.01 

Those aspiring for higher positions in administration equipped themselves v\ ith Persian 
and its laterversion Urdu, nationalist in conformance with their nationalistic and patriotic 
needs produced rich literature in regional dialects and languages. Oral tradition I~ecame 
the most significant tool for protecting rich cultural and linguistic heritage of each ethnic 
grouk. Orientalists admit that the literature available in native India languages in far 
richeq than the produce of English Language, which rules the roc~st in the ~~rc~rld tc~day. 
Engli$h made inroads into Indian cultural fabric as a vector for modernization and political 
empowerment. In the post independence period, it came to be projected as the language 
for fhe powerful and rich, it also acquired natural acceptance in the early period of 
latguage riots. 



112.3 LINGUISTIC ETHNICITY: RE-ORGANIZATION 
Linguistic Ethnicity in India 

OF STATES 

llobert D. King, an enlineilt linguist and expert of Asian studies, is of the opinion that the 
~dea  of nations of states corresponding of 1;ulguage boundaries is a recent phenomenon in 
l;eo politics and dates back to 1 9 ~  century Being a monoglot certainly has advantages as 
c:onununication becomes easier, but that polyglot societies are essentially fissiparous, is not 
inle Assumption that isornorpl~ic, lionloga~eous societies have greater political viability 
;uld sustainability has been consistently undermined by India's ability to thrive as a 
tlemocratic political ullion. However, it has had its teething problems. Linguistic etlmicity 
;md reorganization of states on this principle was one of them. Prior to India's 
~ndependence, state boundaries were arbitraq-. Except tile states of Punjab, Bengal and 
ISind, no other State collfonned to the ilornls of historical org;u~icity based on etlmography. 
(culture. language, and use. religion or any other ingredient of shared etlulicity. Take for 
(:sample, Madras Presidency - it ranged froill Cape. Ca~llorin on Ule South Eastenl decline 
1 0  Jagkumathpuri Teillple and touched Bay of Bellgal in tl1e east and the Arabian Sea along 
lle Malabar Coast in the West. The major 1;ulguages spoke11 UI Illis constituency were 
Oriya, Malaydam, Telgu, Tamil and Kannada. It is interesting to record here that in 193 1, 
15.03% of the population of Madras residency spoke a language other than Tamil. Similarly 
57 2 percent people residing in Bombay Presidency spoke a langwage other than Marathi, 
nanlely, Gujrati, Sindhi and Kmlada. The presidency of Bellgal comprised of 70,000,000 
3eople and included present day states of Billar and Orissa, extending upto river Sutlei in 
the iuothwest. Lord Curzeil decided to split the Bellgal Presidency in two halves, creating a 
province of eastern Bellgal and Assam witll a approxi~nate populatioil of 3 1,000,000 Two 
iinportant languages spoken in tlth region were Bengali and Assamese. The otller province 
consisted of Western Bengal, Orissa and Bihar with three languages namely Bengali, 
Bihari, Hindi and Oriya Historians have argued Illat though the reasons for this partition r 
were apparently administrative, they actually aimed at creating a Muslim dominlatited 

I eastern Bellgal and a largely Hindu donliilated Westem Bengal. In this reorgailizatioll 
religious ethnicity was overplayed and liilguistic constituents were underscored. Herbert 

I 

Risely aclaimed Anthropologist did suggest that this would solve the question of Oriya 
Language over and for all" The reporl of the State Reorg;u~iz;-ltion Coilunissioil(1955) 
says. 

"The linguistic principle was, however, pressed into service on these occasions only as an 
~neasure of adlninistrative com~enience and to the extent it fitled into a general pattern 
which was determined by political exigencies. In actual effect, the partition of Bellgal 
involved a flagrant violation of linguistic affinities. The settlement of 19 12 also showed 

i little respect for the linguistic principle, in that it drew clear distinction between the 

I Bengal Muslillls a1 tlle Bengali Hindus. Both these partitions tllus ran counter to the 
ass~unption that different linguistic groups constituted distinct units of social feeling with 
coilunon political and econoinic interest". (SRC rcport PP. 10-1 1). 

1 12.3.1' Linguistic Ethnicity and the State 

British adnlinistrators never saw linguistic etlmicity of political organization of a state. 
Most of the states in the Prc British period and also during British administration were by 
and large historical accidents Inadvertently, reorganization of Bengal was instrumental in 
pro~noting tlle policy of State restructure by India National Congress on h e  basis of 
vernacular. It was in the Montagu Chemsford report 19 18, that first evidence of vernacular 
movement in India were recorded. Despite this paradigm shift, the Govenlment of India 
Act 19 19 made no significant move to prolnote regional languages. In 1920, Mahatma 
Gandhi favoured fornlatioil of linguistic provinces, even lhough he was apprehensive that 
favouri~lg fomlation of linguistic provinces may interfere with his plans to proinote 
Hindustani, as a national language. However, Gadhi ' s  tactical nod and Neluu's grudging 
approval led to the reorg:u~ization of Indian National Coilgress on linguistic provincial 
basis. Twenty-one provincial congress comnlitlee were created. By 1927, Congress passed 
a resolution asking for creating of linguistic provinces for Andlua, Utkal (Orissa), Sind . 
and Karnatka. 

43 
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However, congress continued to pursue its policy of linguistic province and den~ulded two 

Box 12.02 

Ten years later (1937) Nchru accepted the idea c~f linguistic states. Prior to that in the 
report of all party conference, language was recognized as cc~rrespontling to a special 
variety of culture, literature, and tradition. It\vas also suggested that in a linguistic area 
these factors will, promote general progress of the province. These endorsements mark 
the beginning of rise of linguistic ethnicity as a social movement in the pre-independence 
and the early pust independence histopof India. It was in 1930 that the British stiiped 
taking note of linguistic stirring and its political implications. Formation of the province 
of Orissa that had the approval of Joint Parliamentary Committee (Session 1032-33) is 
often hailed as the success of the first linguistic movement in India. Man), historians 
helieve that creation of Orissa was not on linguistic consideration hut wiis created to 
appQse Hindu sentiments, whilc Sind mas carved not for sindhi spealting people but to 
appease majority Muslim sentiment. 

more provinces of A~ldllra and Kan~ataka. Kerala followed suit 11 1938 dctlla~ldjllg an 
autonomous linguistic province for Ma1ayal;ull speaking peoplc Second World War 
provided a brief interlude to growing dcinaild for linguistic provinces 111 1045-46, once 
again. in its electioi~ m:u~ifesto. congress retreated its view that adnunistrativc units 
should be coilstituted as far as possiblc on a linguistic and cl~ltural basis Some British 
historians in their postcolonial interpretations llavc talked about hidden and ulterior 
nlotives ul Uthese demands. According lo Robert D. King: "tlrc drive for lingl~islic slates or 
provinces lay aspirations grounded not so much hl language as in castc and cornmnl~nal 
rivalries, in grappling for privilege": (1997:70). 

12.3.2 Language and Modernization 

India, as a nahon state in its nascent phase struggled resolviilg tlre parado\ or llaving a 
colilnloil language for adninistration, without ~llini~llizing the inlporlancc ol' individual 
languages. Hindi was designated as the official language of India by lhc Co~lstiti~tio~l of 
India in 1950. Nevertheless, English rc~ilained the working language of the officials, 
acadeiuics and business. In the constitution English was givcn :I leasc of fifteen years to 
co exist along side Hindi as the 1:ulbwagc for the union Tor official purposes English is 
popularly accepted as a tool for ~ilodernization and global participdtioll This is the 
primary reason that even the diehard liilguistic eUulocentric have acccplcd tllc popularily 
and prevalence of English without preiudice to the linbvistic etlulicit! T'lrc Dra\ idian 
Indian especially Tamil heartland was opposed to Hindi. Indian nation sl;~tcs attcalpt to 
defule Hindi as a icon of India nationality and patriotisill resulted in rcbcllio~i In the 
SouUlern states R.N. Srivastva argued that Lhe Dravida Kazhagon (DK) and latcr the 
Dravida Munnetra Kaztraganl (DMK) were merely tlle extension of inrcnsification of 
militant and dy~~anlic anti-religious feelings. "Self respect lnovelnellt of 1925" D K. 
Naicker a DK leader pronloted DK to organized a Ravan Leela on Decel~lber 25, 1974 in 
which effigies of Ran1 Sita and Laxman were burnt. Anti Brahilla~lical feclings ulanifested 
itself in 2ulti Hindi n~ove~nent. Prior to this. in 1956 the acadeluly of Telugu convened a 
language convention in Madras. This conventio~l vellenlently protested agi~iilst tlre 
inlpositioll of Hindi on lllc South. In 1958 again an all India Language Conference was 
held under tlle leadership of Rajagopalacllari. 111 this coilfcrcnce. Frank Antl~ong stated. 
"The new Hindi today is a symbol of co~lununalisnl it is a sy~nbol of religion. it is a 
syillbol of language Chauvalism and worst of all, it is a sylllbol of oppression ofthe 
minority languages". Rajagopalacllari at this conveiltion declares: " Hhdi is as much a 
foreign Idrguage to the non-Hindi speaking people as English lo the protagollists of 
Hindi". Spearheading this movement. DMK organized the Madras State a~i~i-Hindi 
conference on kuluary 17. 1965. This conference declared January 26. 1965 as a da), of 
mournh~g. A violeut agitation followed. Number of students participalcd in  tlre protest 
movement They later fornled a Taulil Nadu students Anti Hindu Agitation Cou~~cil  More 
than ffity tl~ousand students of llie Madras Collegc took out a procession These 
deriloilstrations took place all over Soutll. Two students imnlolated tlleillsclves [n the 
prolonged agitation 70 people died. Following this, a11 official lanbwage Aille~ldlneilt Act 
of 1967 was proinulgated. lliis act encolrrages bilingualisill States wcrc g i ~  en the choice 
to use Hindi or English in official matters. e.g. (a) resolutions. general order rules, 
notificatioil etc. @) adnlinistrative and other reports and (c) contracts. agreenlents, 
licenses, tender fornl etc. Translations ofinaterial supplied in Hindi to English were also 
made possible under the anlendment. 



Acti1,ity 1 

Why does the language issue create so much passion? Talk to students and friends who 
have a different mother tongue and note down yourtindings in your noteboc~k. 

Linguistic Ethnicity in India 

- -  - - 

12.4 DNIK MOVEMENT 

The north-south divide on the language issue dates back to the days of early western 
scholars likeRoberto di Mobili (1577-1656) Constanius Beschi (1680-1743. Rev. Robert 
Caldwell(1819-1891). Caldwell was originally responsible for developing the theory that 
Sanskrit was brought to South India by Aryan Brahman colonists. Tliey also developed a 
peculiar type of Hinduism, that encouragcd idol wbrship. Tamil was cultivated by Ule 
native inhabitants who were addressed as Sudras by the Brahmans. hherent in this were 
traces of brahnlanical dominance, because the original i~lhabints were infact Cliicftains, 
Soldiers, Culbvators etc. Brahman inunigrants failed to conquer these 'Tanulians7. 
According to h e  locality, sllould be substituted. (cf. Eugenc Jrscliick 1969: 276). Tlius, it 
becomes obvious that the linguistic etlmicity in the South is rooted in caste politics. 

Mountstawl Elphinstone Grant Duff, Governor of Madras in 1886, in his address to the 
graduates of t l~e  university of Madras said: "It mas these Sanskrit speakers, not Europeans, 
who lunlped up tlie Southenl races as Raksliusas dernons. It was they ~ l i o  deliberately 
grounded all social distinctions on varna, colour". Infering froin these details Banlett 
concludes, 'The ideological category "non Brah~ilian"' therefore, was proceeded by the 
development of a sensc of a Dravidian cultural history separate, distinct, and perhaps 
superior to that of the South Indian Brahmins'. It was this cultural history that led to tlie 
formation of the South Indian Liberal Federation (Justice Party) in 1916. st'uted as a 
reactionary nlovenlent challenging supremacy of Brahmins ul elite occupations, its 
political discourse remained in English and not in Tamil. Fro111 this one may interpret that 
post-independence linguistic nlovelnents were anti-Hindi and pro-E~lglish but not 
necessarily pro-Tillniliai. 

Box 12.03 

, The endoresement of Dravidian identity was central to the movement launched by the 
Justice party through its english language publication 'Justice'; and Tamil weekly 
'Dravidian'. Initial attacks were on Varnasharma Dharma and Gandhi Ji's early 
endoresemcnt of Varnasharma came under scathing criticism. Pre-ponderance of 
Brahmins in elite social and political institutions widened the gulf Iwhveen Brahmins 
and non-Brahmins in the South. 

! 13arliest reference to importance of Tamil language is found in an article publisl~ed in 
1 Dravidan dated September 29. 1920 that expressed satisfaction in the proposal of setting a 

Taniil university. 'flie decision was taken at the Tricha~apoly non-Brahnlin conference. 
'The article argued; "Tamil in not properly encouraged in t l~e  present universities, and that 
~iiany foreign dryans, who wielded an'influcnce in the university, brought the language to 

i its present low condition. The article further stressed that the Tanulians will attain 
progress and acquire political influence only wlie~i the Tamil language is approved. (cf. 
I3arnett: 1976, 27). 

, 
These antiBralunanica1 seiltimeilts were further strengthened by the formation of Self- 
Respect League in 1924 by E.V. Ramasanii. The movement was an attempt to develop 
liable cultural alternatives. It did radicalize social and political consciousiless anlong non 
Elrahmins. The Iniportalce of self-respect movement declined with thc rise of pragmatic 
congress politics. The non brahmanical wing of the congress party became active in the 
1930's and 1940's with the growing realization that congrcss will be the ruling party in 
independent India. The leading non-Brahnh Comnlunities of Kar?lmas and Kapoos was 
pro-congress. In 1936, Congress won the elections hi Madras presidency, under the 
Ciovenlment of tndia act 1935. C. Ra-jagopalacharia became the premier of Congress 
govemmcnt. It is at this point in history that tlie Dravidian independence movement was 
born. The agitation was the result of introduction of Hindustani in certairr schools as a 
co~npulsory subject. Kudi Arstl Revolt and Justice were opposing Hindi and Hindustani as 
n~i theni  Aryan languages since early 1920's. The language issue thus became a 
convenient rdlying point for the non-congress political parties. The intensi~ - agitation 



Ethnic Stratification followed. Political parties in opposition picketed outside 'Prenuer's' residence 
Denlonstrations were held outside certain high schools. This was followed by number of 
~lleetiilgs and processions. The most provocative slogan used in these delllollstrations was, 
"Down with the Brahmin %j'. A report prepared by the home departnlent in 1939, 
recorded that 536 persons were arrested during this agitation. The agitation which was 
pronouiiced i11 1938, dinlnled conlparatively in 1939. Two significant eT0elits of this period 
were the rise of C.N. Annaduri as a skilled agitationist ;uld the coilferel~ce of the title of 
Periiyar to E.V. Ranrasami at the Tanul Nadu Women's Conference held in Novenllber 
1939. Tanlil speaking districts of Madras Presidency nanlely North Areol. Salem, 
Trichinopoly, Tanjore. Madurai and Ranmad. The denland Dravida Nadu separation day 
was proclaiilled on July 1, 1939. E.V. Ranlasanu articulated the co~u~ection between the 
need for sepaltion and the language issire. The slogail 'Dravida Nadu for Dravidians' was 
earned as a response to Brahiluncal political donunance and penetration of Aryan ideas 
into Tanulian culture. The anti-Hindustani agitation was interrupted due to second world 
war. The Congress organized 'Quit India' nloveillent and did not support British was 
efforts. On the other hand E.V. Ranlasami opei~ly came in support of the British and also 
met cripps con~nlission and persisted with his demand for a separate Dravida Nadu. He 
also met Jinnah and Ambedkar with his proposal. Despite vigorous efforts made by 
Ramasanu between 1939-1944: till the fonuation of the Dravida Kazhagam. he received 
very little support from the people. Barnett's suinnlation of this period is most emphatic 

I Activity 2 I 
I Do you feel that a separate state on the basis of a separate language is justified? Talk to 

fellow students and friends and note down your tindings. I 
Radicalization of the Dravidian ideology occurred mainly in the 1930s. but had its roots in 
activities of E.V. Ran~asanli, reaching as for back as the 1924 founding of Kudi An~su. 
During the 1930s, despite increasing congress popularity as illanifesled in the 1936 
electoral victory and the cleavage between radicals and modrates in the Dravidian 
movement, "Dravidian" political identity remained salient. 

12.4.1 Birth of DMK Movement 

The Dravida Kazhagam (DK) was founded at Party's salein conference in 1944. Though 
Ranlasanli.was elected as the president of the Justice party in 1938, after the anti- 
Hindustani agitation, while he was in Jail, his ability to generate support was 
insignificant. When the party re-named itself as DK: Annadurai's influelice on the 
political agenda of the party became distinct, Annadurai realized that old Justice party 
lacked mass base, as it was perceived to be a party of the rich. He made consistent efforts 
to pronlote populist schemes for the uplift of now-growing anti-British feelings anlong the 
common people. However, Party President Ran~asarui and C. Annaduri publicity disagreed 
on Party's political stand on the day of India's independence, the Aupist 15, 1947 formal 
split occurred in DK. The DMK emerged as the new party and nearly 75.000 of DK 
members switched party loyalitics. Though the agenda of both the parties renlained 
sinular, DMK gained immense political mileage with the pilblication of Aqan illusion by 
C. Annaduri, which was banned in 1952 for being i~flanmlatory. 

12.4.2 Role of Universal Primary Education 

In July 1952, C. Rajagopalachari, congress government's chief-Minister promoted a 
progranmle of universal primary education. According to this programme: cliildren were 
suppose to spend half-day in school and the other half of the day at their traditional 
occupations. This was labeled as 'caste based education' by DMK and a massive agitation 
was launched. Also at the same time, DMK started denlanding change in h e  nanle of the 
town Dalmiapuram to Kallakudi in Trichy district. This was demanded because Dalmia 
was a north-Indian cement magnate. These were the first post-independence period 
developments in which the dominance of the north in the Southern states was challenged. 
The protests were significantly violent. Hundreds of people were injured and at least nine 
demonstrators died. 



This period also recorded the rise of Kamraj faction within the Congress itself. In 1954, 
Kamraj on the advise of E.V. Ramasami of DK became the chief-Minister of the state. 
Ramasami called Kamraj "Pukka Tamizhan" (PureTarnilian) as he came from a backward 
caste community, had little formal education and did not converse in fluent english like 
the other well-entrenched leaders. Kamraj ruled the state from 1954 to 1963. It was 

1 during this period that DMK built its mass base. 

They included many Tamil scholars in their rank and file. Tamil literature and linguistics 
witnessed a renaissance with the publication of Mursoli, Marn Nadu, Dravida Nadu and 
,Wanram as party papers and magazines. Drama and other folk medium was used 
c:xtensively to promote Tamil awareness. Poverty and alienation of Tamils was highlighted 
through plays like Parasakti which was-written by Karunanidhi in 1952 and in which 
!$hivajee Ganeshan started. The mass appeal and the mass communication media carried 
IIMK ideology to every household in Madrsas. It was under these influences that the 
'Tamil language issue assumed violent proportions in 1965. 

3L2.4.3 The Language Issue 

I%y now, the language issue became very complex. It no longer restricted itself to DMK's 
concern for Tamil language and the opposition of Tamil to Hindi, Tamil to Sanskrit, Hindi 
ti3 English or Tamil to English. But in it were incorporated elements to student politics. 
(Barnett, 1976: 129). Regional identities assumed proportions of subnationalism. DMK 
pointed out that 'Hindi speaking' areas constituted only one region of the country. 
Dominance of a regional language and its compulsory knowledge for recruitment to 
government jobs created immense insecurity among the student community of the 
southern states. On January 26, 1969, when protest march was organised, a DMK 
supporter self-immolated, calling his aitions a protest against the imposition of Hindi at 
the altar of Tamil. Between January 26 and February 12''' four more DMK supporters 
c~~mmitted suicide. These self-immolations became highly patriotic events among the 
studnets in the state. Even though DMK leader C. Annadurai condmned these politically 
N otivated self-immolation bids, the anti-Hindi 'Martyars' provided student leadership 
legitimacy for wider and open political participation. This encouraged the Tamil Nad 
students Anti-Hlndi Agitation council to take an independent stand with or without DMK 
support. For the first time Dravid cukural movement found support outside DMK. Both 
Ka~nraj of the congress and Annadurai of DMK evoked the central congress leadership to 
reassure the students in the state, that the assurance given by Pt. Nehru in 1963, about the 
associate status of English will not be revoked. During this period about 900 arrests were 
made in Madras city and nearly 200 people arrested in Madurai. In Madras, a ban was 
iniposed on Public meeting till February 15 '~ .  

Schools and colleges were re-opened on February 8"'. But students refrained from 
atlending classes on a call given by Tamil Nad student Anti-Hindi agitation. They 
demanded a constitutional amendment for retaining English as the language for official 
communication. Lawyers joined their cause on February 9' and refrained from attending 
courts. Violence followed. A bus was burnt in Trichy. Two post-offices attacked and the 
appeals made by Annadurai went unheared. From February 10 through 12, what followed 
was mayhem. Public buildings, Police Stations, Trains, Buses, Post-offices, factories were 
looted and burnt. According to official estimates 70 people died. This induded three 
chlldren who were killed by Police firing. Ten thousand people were arrested. Property 
wcrth ten million rupees was destroyed. The lumpen elements from the slums and streets 
joiled the mob-violence. Two constables in Madurai were beaten to death by the police. 
DMK's role in these events was not hidden. Though openly they condemned the violence. 
Thl: violence of 1965 ensured DMK popularity. It also opened vistas for DMK's debacle. 
DhlK now realised that they could no lon$er sustain a radical agenda which was based on 
separatist leanings. Hence, they moderated their stance on issues of political autonomy. 
Also, at the same time necessity of keeping language issue alive, by protecting Tamil 
interests was not lost sight of; and for this; law abiding citizens like lawyers were roped in 
for a movement of sustained protest. 

It was in the wake of these events, that Lal Bahadur Shastri, then Prime-Minister of India, 
in 2 nationwide broadcast on February 11"' 1963; reaffirmed Nehru's assurn *e to the 
student community and made the following statements. 

Linguistic Ethnicity in India 



Ethnic Stratification "for an indefinite period.. ..... ..I would have English as an associates 
.......... language.. because 1 do not wish the people of non-Hindi areas to feel that certain 

........... doors of advancement are closed to them I would have it as an alternative 
language as long as people require it, and the decision for that I would leave not to the 
Hindi knowing but non Hindi knowing people.. ... .". 

12.4.4 Policy on Language Issue 

Policy decisions stated by Shastri in this regard were: 

i) every state can transact its business in the language of its choices or English 

ii) interestate communication could bk in English or acconlpanied by an authentic 
translation. 

iii) non-Hindi states could correspond with the center in English. 

iv) transaction of business at the central level would be in English 

v) although recruitment exams for central service posts were in English, in 1960, it was 
decided that Hindi was to be permitted as an alternate. This was followed by a re- 
assurance given by Shastri to non-Hindi speaking students that their interests would 
be protected at all expense. 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Write a note on linguistic ethnicity and the reorganization of states. Use between 
5 to 10 lines for your answer. 

2) Write about the DMK Movement concerning the language issue. Use between 5 to 
10 lines for your answer. 



Shastri's assurances were lauded by the anti-Hindi agitationists and they withdrew their Linguistic Ethnicity in India 
protest on F~brary 22nd. This was also followed by nunlerous regret speeches stating that a 
peaceful demonstration was taken over by anti-social elements. However, this paved way 
for DMK to gain political supremacy and in 1967, DMK emerged as the ruling party in 
the state, it was during DMK regime that on November, 27' 1967, an amendment Bill to 
the official languages act of 1963, section 3 was introduced in the the Lok Sabha. This Bill 
stipulated that English be used for certain purposes between the central government and 
the state governments of non-Hindi speaking states. This Bill also enabled Hindi speaking 
states to dispense states. This Bill also enabled Hindi speaking states to dispense with 
English altogether, if they so desired. DMK though disturbed decided to support the Bill if 
it was passed undiluted. That is if it granted statutory sanction for continued use of the 
English. 

12.5 PUNJABI SUBA MOVEMENT 

The most significant linguistic movement in the north dates back to 19 19. Central Sikh 
League was set up in December, 1919. This was followed by the formation of Shiromani 
Akali Dal in 1920. Started as an organization for the protection of religious shrine, it soon 
became a religio -political organization, fighting for the interests of the Sikh community. 
By the end of 1946, communalpattern ofpolitics was distinctively visible. On August 18', 
1947, Punjab was divided on communal lines according to Radcliffe Award. Hindus who 
constituted only 30% in the united Punjab became a majority recording 70% of the total 
population. 15% of Sikh population of un-partition Punjab now registered 30% and 
became the only significant minority in post-partition Punjab. Muslims were reduced to 
insignificant members. Migrations from newly formed Pakistan resulted in the 
concentration of Hindus in the south Eastern Districts and Sikhs in the Central District. 
This resulted in general refugee tension acquiring a comnlunal shade, rural urban 
cleavages emerged among the Sikh settled and migrant populations. Local Hindu 
population of region felt that the more advancedpeople of erstwhile Punjab exploited 
them. 

Migrant Sikhs and majority of local Sikhs were rooted in the soil. They were peasant 
proprietors whose love for land is legendary. The refugee Sikhs population was the worst 
victim of parlition. Because of easy identification, they suffered heavy losses. Large 
number of their sacred shrines and cultural centres were left in Punjab. The Hindu 
population, both refugees and original inhabitants were by and large traders. They were, 
with some efforts able to re-establish themselves. Their cultural roots were intact. There 
was a Pan Hindu Culture and they could easily mesh into it. The politics of early partition 
days was turbulent. The landed peasantry and urban sikhs aligned themselves with 
Congress. Efforts of the Akali Dal to force a political unity among Sikhs proved futile on 
18' March, 1948 all the elected MLA's joined the Congress. However, Akali leadership 
outside the legislature continued a vocal struggle for the protection of Sikh identity. While 
the constitution of India was taking its shape, Akali Dal demanded constitutional 
safeguards, and recognition of Punjabi language in Gurnlukhi Script. 

Box 12.05 
On 15'hNovember, 1948 at the behest ofMaster Tara Sngh, Twenty three Akali legislators 
asserted that if five statutory safeguards in their demands were not accepted, they should 
be allowed to form a separate province comprising of seven Districts of Ludhiana, 
Ferozepur, Amritsar, Gurdaspur, Jalandhar and Hoshiarpur. Punjabi Suba was given as 
an alternative slogan. But in April, 1949, Sikh convention declared Punjabi Suba as its 
sole objective. The demands for separate electorate and reservation of seats for Sikhs in 
the legislature were out rightly rejected by the then constituent assembly. For adoption 
of Punjabi language, Bhim Singh Sacchar, then Chief Minister of Punjab evolved a 
formula. According to this formula, the province was divided into two zones - the Hindi 
Zone and the Punjabi Zone. 

Punjabi written in Gurmukhi Script was to become the language of the Punjab Zone, and 
Hindi written in Devnagri Script was to become to language of the Hindi Zone, not to 
retain the bilingual character of the State, it was imperative that people learnt both 
languages. This fornlula ran in trouble. The Arya Samaj Schools refused to subscribe to it, 
Soon enough, Sacchar lost support. Akali disenchantment with the state widened. As a 
follow-up of this chain of events; on 10" October, 1949, Master Tara Singh stated. 



Ethnic Stratification The Sikhs have a culture different from the Hindu language of the Sikhs is different their 
traditions and histories were different, their heroes were different, their social order was 
different, their there has no reason, why they should not claim the right of self 
determination for themselves. (Akali Patrika, 1 l~ October, 1949). 

12.5.1 A Separate Linguistic State 

Master Tara Singh, by July, 1950 started demanding a separate linguistic state for people 
speaking Punjabi and writing in Gurumu&i Script. He also wanted internal autonomy for 
the province as was granted to Kashmir. Historical evidence as recorded by Harcharan 
Singh Bajwa, a member of the Akali Dal Working Committee from 193 1 to 1960 record 
that demand for a linguistic state was an outcome of Dr. Ambedkar's advise. Following 
suggestions are attributed to Dr. Anlbedkar by certain Akali leaders: 

If you had cast lots with Pakistan, you would have been a minority there. In joint Punjab, 
you were a minority except in two Tehsils, which too were not contagious. In Eastern 
Punjab too, you are a minority. If you clamour for a Sikh State, it will be a cqr in the 
wilderness. Why don't you ask for a Punjabi speaking state? Congress is conlrnitted to 
linguistic basis for reorganization of the states. They can defer satisfaction of this denland 
but they cannot oppose it for long. You can have a Sikh State in the name of "Punjabi 
Suba". 

Bajwa says this suggestion opened the path to have a de-facto Sikh State. The movement 
further acquired momentum because of opposition from Hindus. This resulted in the 1951 
census debacle. Majority of the Punjabi speaking Hindus reported Hindi as their mother 
tongue. The urban Punjabi Hindu put forward their demand for a Maha Punjab conyrising 
of temtones of Punjab, PEPSU, Himachal Pradesh, Delhi A d  some Districts of Uttar 
Pradesh, in opposition to demand for "Punjabi Suba'. However, Hindus ul the South 
Eastern part of Punjab, now known as Haryana, were not receptive to the idea. They 
wanted their own separate state. 

Anti-Hindi Denlo~lstration in Cllemlai 
Couriesy : Sundaram 



The Akali Dal submitted an eighteen page menzorandum to the sate reorganization 
coi~mission for the demarcation of Punjabi Suba. They also mobilized support of rural 
Sikhs. The Sikh religion was evoked as commandment for political participation. The 
state re-organisaion comnlission rejected demands of Akali Dal. Instead, a fornlula was 
proposed for the integration of Punjab, the PEPSU and Hiinachal Pradesh into one 
administrative unit. However, on the personal intervention of Pt. Jawahar La1 Nehru, 
February, 1956. the following regional formula was proposed: 

i) Hirnachal Pradesh to be kept out of Punjab (contrary t i  the SRC9s recommendation) 
and PEPSU to be merged with the Punjab. 

ii) The new State of the Punjab was to be demarcated from the Punjabi and Hindi 
speaking regions. Both Punjabi and Hindi were to be declared the regional languages 
of the State. 

iii) The Punjab was to remain a bilingual State and Punjabi ( in Gurmukhi Script) and 
Hindi (in Devnagri Script) were to be the official languages of the State. 

iv) for admini,strative and development purposes, the two regions would have two 
regionar comnlittees consisting of the elected members of the Assembly (including 
the ministers from each region). The final decision, however, in each case was to be 
taken by the State Cabinet. In case of difference in the views of the Regional 
Committees. the Governor was to take the final decision. 

12.5.2 The Nehru-Master Pact 
This arrangement was followed by Nehru- Master Pact. 111 accordance with this pact the 
Akali Dal merged with the Congress, on 3 0 ~  September, 1956, the Working Committee of 
Akali Dal declared; " Dal would concentrate on the protection and promotion of 
educational religious, cultural and economic interest of the Panthi". But this arrangement 
was not satisfactory for Uhan Punjabi Hindus. They felt their power was eroded. The 
Pun-jabi-Hindus resisted teaching of Punjabi in Gurmukhi Script to Punjabi Hindus. 
Though 'Save Hindi Agitation' died by December, 1957, Pratap Singli Kairon then Chief 
Minister of Pun-jab realised its consequences. Thus he never implemented the Regional 
fomlula. On 1 sth September, 195 8, Master Tara Sing11 re-opened the demand for Punjabi 
Suba. The demand received legitinlacy because of bifurcation forBombay into States of 
Mahatrdshtra and Gujarat. 

Why was tlieNehru-Master Pact not satisfactory'? Talk to fellow students m d  discuss the 
text above with them. Note down your findings in your notebook. 

This left Punj;~b as the only bilingual state. Encashing this fresh support, the Akali Dal 
contested Shisomani GurudwaraPrabhanadhak Conunittee (SGPC) election on the issue of 
'Punjabi Suba'. They won 132 out of 139 total seats contested. On 22'"' May, 1960 a 
Pu~njabi Suba convention was held at Amritsar. The denland for a separate Punjabi 
Speaking State in this convention was also supported by leaders of Swantatra Party, 
Samykat Socialist Party (SSP), Pra-ja Socialist Party (PSP) and freedom fighters like 
Saifudin Kitchloo and Pandit Sunder Lal. A formal agitation for a separate Punjabi State 
was launched in May 1960. After the arrest of Master Tara Singh, Fateh Singh, Vice 
President of Akali Dal at that time, took over the leadership. He finnly asserted that they 
wanted only a Funjabi Linguistic State. Whether Hindus constituted a majority of Sikhs 

h was not their priority. Subsequently political realignments tookplace. Communists now 
s~rpported Akalis in their demand. Congress strengthened its mass base among the rural 
Sikhs. Jansangh became popular with urban Hindus and a small section of urban Sikhs. 

Box 12.06 

Political scientists like Paul Brass have suggested that it was the process of the elite 
formation that gave momentum to Punjab Struggle. This period also witnessed a split in 
AkaliDal. Master Tara Singh and Sant Fateh Singh's stand on creating a linguistic state 
within the territorial boundaries of India nation state was vindicated. Sant Fateh Singh 

i temporarily suspended the movement at the time of Chinese aggression in 1962. The 

I movement resurrected itself after the death of Kairon andPt. Nehru in 1964. La1 Bahadur 
Shastri's regime also continued to resist the demand for 'Punjabi Suba'. After the failure 

i of talks with Shastri Government, Sant Fateh Singh announced from Aka1 Takht on 16'h 
August, 1965 that if his demands were not met, he would fast unto death from loth 
September, 1965. He furtheremotionalised his demand saying that if he survived the fast 
for fifteen days, he would immolate himself on the tifteenth day. On 5'h September, 1965, 

started. During War, Sikhs proved their valour once again. 

Linguistic Ethnicity in India 



Ethnic stratification The centre set-up a three menlber committee comprising of Y.B. Chawan, Indira Gandhi 
and Mahavir Tyagi; two days after the c a s e  -fire to look into the denlands for a 'Punjabi 
Suiba'. This tluee member comnlittee was asisted by 22 members parlianlentary conlnlittee 
under the Chairmanship of Lok Sabha Speaker Sardar Hukan Singh. After Ihe d a t h  of 
Shastri in January, 1966. Mrs. Gandhi convened a meeting of congress party's working 
committee on 9~ March, 1966. This conunittee passed the resolution recluesting the 
Government to create a Punjabi speaking state. This was followed by parliaiuentary 
committee's resolution on the same lives on 18'' March 1966. A Puqjab State's re- 
organization bill and appointnlent of Punjab boundary conllnission under the 
Chaimanship of Justice J.C. Shah followed these developments, the other tno nleinbers of 
the comnlission were Subinal Datt and M.M. Philip. It was 011 lS'November 1966 that the 
state was finally divided into Pilnjab and Havana. The state of Pi~njab non coinprised of 
41% area and 55% of the total population of erstwlile Pu~!jab. Majority or its population 
was now glat of the Sikhs. The central Governmenl kept its co~ltrol over Cha~ldigarh and 
Bhakhra and Beas Dan1 Project. However, most of the objections of Akali leadership were 
met. Tile Sikhs constituted a n~a.jority in eight of the eleven districts 

Re-organization of Punjab using linguistic etlmicity as its plank has not been without 
trouble. Many Punjabi speaking areas were left out in the p r o c p .  Chandigarh sh>iring of 
river water that led to post 1980's problems continties to daunt the region One nlay state 
here that linguistic ethllicity in Indian contest has been used as a complement to religious. 
caste and other etlulies. It has never operated as an exclusive principle of re-organization 

12.6 OTHER LINGCTISTIC ETHNICITY MOVEMENTS 
IN INDIA 

Surendra Gopal argues that by the tentll century, the basic nationalities ul lildia had been 
formed. He lists these nationalities as the Assamese. Oriyas. Andluas, Pu11,jabis. Gi!jaratis, 
Marathas, Bengalis, Kmladigs, Tamils, Malayales, etc. and also asserts the fact that these 
nationalities settled around the ferkile Yamuna Gmga Doab region and its soutl~eril 
neighbour in the territory of central India. These nationalities emerged as strong etllno 
linguistic groups largely coilfonning to regional territories. Brij. Awadhi. Bllo.jpuri, 
Maithalli, and Chattisgiri developed in the Yan~una Doab region. commonly known as 
Aryaviut11, Aryuratha, politically renlained most significant. But it never acquired strong 
etlulo linguistic identity. The language movenlent remained donnant, as the local 
langauages were denied imperial patronage. It was sufi saint tradition perpetuated by 
Kabir, Malik Mohanllnad Jyasi, Vidyapati Tulsi and Surdas tllat kept the local languages 
vibrant. E h l o  linguistic nationalities peyehlated under the Mughal Elnpcror Akbar. 
Akbar directed his einpire into the provinces of Ajnler, Lahore. Giijarat, Bihar Bengal etc. 
the Rajput and jat etlmo - linguistic groups asserted thenselves in this period. The 
Maratha identity under Slliva jee was in response to Mughals lnarcl~ to Peilninsular India 
Tlie Kanada Telu~w identities surfaced at tlle time of m~csa t ion  of Bi,japur iuld 
Golkunda Kingdoms. Powerful etlulo-linguistic nationalities crystalized in the Punjab, tlle 
Bengal and the Mysore by the end of the 18" century. It was priillarily for this reason that 
two most important etlmo-linguistic nlovelnents in British India surfaced in Bengal and 
Punjab. Both these movements were linked to regional aspirations, ihey acquired obvious 
national or 'Swadeshi' over tolies to gather larger acceptance and legitimacj.. The slogan 
'.Pa@ Salnbalo Jata" (beckoning Punjabi jats, to fight the Britishers) was symbolic of 
linguistic solidarity. This linguistic etlu~ic solidarity absorbed within its fold Hindu, 
Milslim and Sikh individualities. Punjabi nationality also co~ltributed to the forination of 
powerful1 Gaddar Party in America. Denla~lds for a separate Punjabi nalion state were also 
rife during this period for some time. It was at this time that u~~ionist  par[! with the 
support of British Government captured power in Punjab. The Sikh etlmicily asserted 
itself under the leadership of Akali Dal Muslin1 ethllicity was also nurtured by using Urdu 
as tlle link language for establishing religious and national identity. 

12.6.1 Reorganization of States 

The organization of states of independent lndia on tlle principle of linguistic affinily 
witnessed dismenlberment of large regional entities. ~ a d r a s  and Cenlral Provinces 
provide one example. On a similar pattern srnall states were integrated. Madllya Bharat, 
Patiala and East Punjab were integrated. The same process also resulted UI linguistic 



strife's in different parts of the nascent democracy. Demand for linguistic nationality 
resulted in the splitting of Bombay into Maharashtra and Gnjarat. Maha Punjab was 
divided into states of Himachal Pradesh. H'ayana and Punjab. 

Linguistic Ethnicity in India 

Regional and linguistic solidarity has also been responsible for the emergence of regional 
political parties. The rise of DMK, AIADMK, Telgu desam, Akali Das, Assam Gana 
Parished, Maharashtrawadi Gomanatak Dal National Liberation Front, Jharkhuld Mukti 
Morcha etc. are all expressions of political alllbitions of provincial ethno-linguistic 
nationalities. Inteniational aspects of linguistic nationality issue constantly assert that 
India has successfully dealt with its linguistic diversity issues. A detailed examination in a 
historical perspective suggests that, it these were violent linguistic movements in the part, 
there are strong under currents in certain pockets even now. 

1 2 7  TRIBAL LINGUISTIC MOVEMENTS 

Out of 1965 r lother tongues recorded by the 196 1 census, approximately 500 were 
reported fron- tribal regions. The Santhali, Gondi and Khasi are major linguistic groups, 
Tribal linguistic groups in the India are classified as (i) Dravidian (ii) Austric (iii) Tibeto 
Chinese. The diversity of tribal languages were crushed in the process of re-organization 
of state stnlcture. A case shidy of language scenario from Orissa nukes it explicit. In the 
196 1 census state of Orissa recorded only 15 million Oriya Speakers. In 198 1 this figure 
dramatically doubl.ed to 30 million. while the number of Kharia and Bhunuji speaking 
people dec1in:d from 1.4 lac and 91,000 (1961, 1971 census) to 49,000 and 28,208 
respectively i I the 1981 census. It is surprising that none of the tribal languages are 
recognised b l  the eighth schedule of the constitution, even though they are spoken by a 
large segment of Indian population. Santhali is spoken by 36 lakh, Bhili by 12.5 lakh. 
Lamnu by 12 lacs, yet they find no official recognition. Inadvertent hierarchy of languages 
created by thc eighth scheduled of the constitution, and state patronage granted to the 
official state language under the three language formula has further alienated the original 
inhabitants of our motherland. With the risuig levels of literacy anlong the tribals, the 
awareness of he  their etlmic attributes is also heightened. This has led to some significant 
linguistic ethricity movements among them. I an1 referring to only tluee of them here 
placed in the eighth schedule of the constitution. 

12.7.1 The Santhali Language Movement 

Santhali identlty assertion movements are recorded since the beginning of the 19" century 
with the K h e r ~ a r  movement. Essentially a social mobility movement, Santhals wanted to 
register their presence as an inlportant segment of larger Hindu population. They acquired 
Sanskrit traits and started weariilg the sacred thread. The Janeodhari Santllals 
distinguished them from non Jmeadhari and did not intenlrany. But by 1938, Adabasi 
movement started consolidation itself in the Santhal Paragona region. They started 
demanding a a#eparate province for the original tribes of Chota Nagpur area, sought 
representation in the Bihar assembly and demanded introduction'of Santhali and other 
aboriginal lan,gages as nlediunl of instruction in schools. The Sarna Dhorma Samlet 
started by Ragnath Murnlu was started as part of the Jharkhand Movenlent to express 
tribal solidarity. This organization is perpetuating santhali origiilal scripts and scriptures. 
An icon callec Guru Gomke is created. Guru is the original creator the K h e ~ ~ v a r  Bir, 
which is an equivalent of Mahabharta. The saithals who constitute a larger linguistic 
group tlleu the Sindhis and Kashnuris assert their identity. However there are division 
with the movement. One segment supports R o n m  script conlprising of converted 
Cluistiaus, another group supporting A1 Chili Santhali. The leaders of the Jharkhand 
movenlent ha\ e tried to nunimise this difference in order to consolidate their demand for a 
separate state. Santhali is now introduced as a medium of instruction at primary school 
level but has failed to acquire a place in the eighth schedule of the constitution. 

12.7.2 The Language Movement of the Mishings 

The Mishings or Miri, original inhabitants of Siang and Subandshree districts of 
Arunachal Pradesh are the second largest scheduled tribe of Assam. They number 
approximately three lakhs. The Mishings have vehemently defended their traditional 
boundaries and original dialect. In 1968, a group of enlightened Miris formed the 
"Mishig Aga-n Kebang" that in Mishing implies language Association and adopted 



Ethnic stratification Roinan Script for Mishing language. The Government of' Assam initially resisted native 
Mishings attempts for recognition of Mishi language; but has now given in: under 
increasing pressure. Efforts are still on to introduce Mishi at primary school level. 
Government of Assam, has in principle agreed to appoint Mishi language teachers in 
predonlinantly Mishi Schools. 

12.7.3 Ethno Linguistic Aspirations of the Jayantia 

Started in 1975, Jayantia language and literary association become active after Khasi 
i 

(language used by Khasi Tribals) gained recognition as a medium of instn~ction in 
schools. Written in Romanscript Jayantia language may remain confined only to a small 
section of the Jayantia speaking populace. Thus a conscious effort was made to assert their 
linguistic identity. The Jayarrtia language and literary association regularly holds literary 
conferences, encourages debate and essay writing competitions. It also publishes literary 
work in Jayantia language. 

Independent India has witnessed number of tribal resurgence movements. Adibasi 
interests remained unregistered because tribals did not constitute a pressure group. One 
may argue that both development and deprivation are equally responsible for giving 
impetus to ethno-linguistic movements. Literacy, mobility, political participation are some 
of the factors that have made people aware of their distinct identity. Regional autonomy 
aspirations are directly related to levels of political awareness. Issues that have emerged in 
the demand for a separate Gorkaland, Bodoland, Jharkhand are significant pointers in this 
direction. These agitations are essentially asking for greater autonomy and regional power 
within the existing federal structure of Indian nation state. Emergence of Mizo Union 
(1946), Goa National Council (1946), Eastern Tribal Council (1952), APHLC (1960) are 
interpreted as middle class uprisings. Mizo Freedom Organization (1940), MNF (196 1) 
were politically more vocal in their demands. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) What do we refer to as the Punjabi Suba movement'? Write briefly on it in about 
5-10 lines. 

2) Clarify with an example the tribal linguistic movements. Write $ur answer in I 
about 5-10 lines. i 

1 
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12.7.4 Language and Culture 

In order to achieve their political ambitions, leadership invariably combined the issue of 
language and culture. Often, these resulted in fostering of group identify. This group 
identity and solidarity thus authenticated demand for a separate regional entity. The fusion 
of Gorkhali, Kunuali and Santali languages as workhold and Jharkhand movement is an 
interesting example of this foundation. Similarly, formation of Khaskura, now recognized 

I as Garkhali language by the G.N.L.F. is a blending of various dialects of Nepali origin. 
I Kurmali and Kuruli that were initially only oral languages acquired script and unite 

I 
historically under the Jharkhand movement. It is important to note there that regional 
movements are often portrayed as negative and divisive. The fact that nlany of these 
regional linguistic movements have consolidated rich heritage available in the oral 
tradition renlains understood. 

12.8 CAUSES OF LANGUAGE MOVEMENT 

Every ethno-linguistic conununity evolves a security net around itself. It takes upon itself 
the task of protecting its dwindling heritage. If threatened it resolves to organise it and 
launch protest movements. Regional language movements as an expression of ethnicity 
emerge, when they are threatened by: 

i) On adoption of Hindi as an official language, small linguistic communities were 
apprehensive that this move would restrict Government Jobs for their community 
menlbers, subsequently their voice in the affairs of the government would become 
inaudible. 

ii) Middle class power elite was propagating continuation of English for official use. This 
bilingualism further reduced opportunities for those not conversant with either Hindi 
or English. 

iii) Coilsequently a north south divide occurred, since post independence leadership 
largely identified itself with northern India, primarily due to disproportionate size of 
the individual state, its affinity with Hindi was overplayed. Anti Hindi Movement that 
originated in the South interprets a Hindi domination as symbolic of Aryans and 
Brahrnnical cultural domination. 

e iv) Despite tall claims and protection given to linguistic minorities and languages under 
Articles 350, 29.1, 344 (I), 345, 346 and 347, language claim of the mhlorities are 
often ignored Article 350(a) of the constitution provides that every state authority 

v should facilitate primary education in the mother tongue. But the common perception 
at the level of district administration and education enlpowernlent is that such efforts 
would disintegrated the Indian nation state. They would encourage individuals ethno- 
linguistic aspirations, and thus isolate him. There is also apprehension that education 
in local dialects would deprive people from attaining higher and quality education. 
The inherent ambiguity in the constitution between 350 and 35 1, the fornler providing 
individual languages and the later supporting official use of Hindi, has pronloted 
linguistic conflicts in India. 

12.9 LET US SUM UP 

For the past three decades, Indian State has not confronted any serious linguistic conflict. 
From this one may infer that India's linguistic conflicts have successfully been 
neutralized. They are no longer a threat to Indian Nation Integration. Post independence 
era, particularly between 1947 - 1967 witnessed numerous linguistic conflicts. A sizeable 
chunk of our political energy was spent in resolving these crises. Stray incidences of 



Ethnic Stratification violence are still recorded. Badauitn in Uttx Pradesh was a scene of conlmunal rioting on 
2~~ September, 1989, after the decision of Uttar Pradesh Governnlent to introduce Urdu as 
the second official language of tile state. Language and ethnicity have close affulity. 
Language is perceived as the symbol of ethnic unity. Even thong forces of modenlization 
and exigencies of competitive society have reduced the functional imporl;u~ce of individual 
mother tongues, as community attributes, they are very inlportmt. State interference in 
language issues is now illininlal. Policy of accommodation has paid rich dividends. But 
there is a caution at the end of all this and is summarily stated by Robert D. King - 
Language problenx are almost never what they appear be to be: tlwy are very often 
can~ouflage to hide agendas that are linked only tenuously to language and linguistics''. It 
has already been shown that language movenlents in south were reactions to caste 
domination and exploitation. Similarly Punjabi Suba nlovenleilt had its roots hl Sikh 
identity. Tribal linguistic movements are also located in ethnicity, identity and sunrival 
debate. Though linguistic etlulicity poses little tlueat to Indian Nation, its active status for 
etlmic formation should always be remembered. 

12.10 KEY WORDS 

Ethnicity : Refers to a category of people who call be distinguished on 
the basis of the culture, religion, race or language. 

Linguistic : Coilcerns the language of a category of people which in 
turnhas ramifications for culture of the area. 

Modernization : The process by which a culture or society becolues socially 
and teclmologically more advanced and a better livelihood 
is assured forvast sections of society. 
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12.12 SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) The idea of nation-states corresponding to linguistic boundaries began in the lgn' 
century. In India this principle was not immendiately accepted. Prior to India's 
Independence, state boundaries did not follow a linguistic principle. After 
Independence the language issue and the reorganization of states was seriously 
considered. However it must be pointed out that linguistic reorganization of states also 
involved aspirations for caste and conununities, to better their lot. The debate 
regarding language and the reorganizatioil of states continues to this day and 
language is a very sensitive issue. However today India has many states that have been 
organized on the basis of language and use their own language for transacting 
business within the state itself. Linguistic ethnicity between the Nortll and the South 
in India is several centuries old, and is rooted in caste politics according to Jrschick. 
The DMK emerged out of the DK when differences emerged among the leaders over 
the day of Independence. In due course of time DMK helped align Tainil literatures 
a ld  published books, party papers, and magazines in Tanlil to promote Tanil , 

awareness. DMK ideology was spread all over Madras. By 1965 student poJitics came 



into the language issue Regional identity became very important and self-immolations Linguistic Ethnicity in India 
by students became politically motivated. These were condemned by DMK leaders but 
student violence on the language issue in 1965. All this led to the formulation of a 
policy on language and its use in the Centre and the States. 

Cl~eck Your Progress 2 

1) The Pubjabi Suba refers to the establishment of a Pubjabi speaking state. The 
antecedents for such a demand date back to 191 9 and continued beyond Independence 
in 1947. The advise for a Punjabi speaking state rather than a Sikh state was given by 
Ambedkar. Who advised that through a language (Pubjabi) a Sikh State called Pubjabi 
Suba could be obtained. In 1966 the Punjab State was divided into Pubjab and 
Haryana. 

2) As literacy rose among the tribals their awareness of their ethnic attributes also 
increased. For example the Jayantias asserted their identity since 1975 holding literary 
conferences and publishing literary work. Literary, mobility and political participation 
were ways in which a distinct ethnic identity was asserted. 
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